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Introduction. Let M be a connected »-dimensional C°°-manifold. If S is

any tensor (field) on M, then

(i) S(u) denotes the value of 5 at the point w£Af;

(ii) 5 = 0 means that 5 is everywhere zero, i.e. S(u) =0 for every i*£M;

(iii) S féO means that 5 is not everywhere zero, i.e. S(u)?¿0 for some

u£M;

(iv) SVO means that S is nowhere zero, i.e. S(u) = 0 for no w£.M.

Throughout this paper, a tensor of type (1,0) will be called a vector, and

a tensor of type (0, 1) a covector. Summation over a repeated index, Latin or

Greek, is always implied.

Let 7 be a linear connexion on M. If T,/ (1 5¡a, h, i, j, • ■ ■ , tin) are the

components of y in the local coordinate system ( U, uh) in M, then the com-

ponents in (U, uh) of the torsion tensor T and the curvature tensor R on M

are respectively

T..h —  T>..h _ r>..*

Rk»k = d*r** - »¡Tu* + r*.*iy - rjahrki',

where dk — d/duk. If y has zero torsion, i.e., if F = 0, then the curvature tensor

R satisfies the two Bianchi identities

(0.1) Ria" + Ri*" + R*jh = 0,

(0.2) v-tRwi» + VkRjU» + VjRuf = 0,

where V denotes covariant differentiation with respect to y.

A linear connexion 7 on M is said to be with recurrent curvature if its

curvature tensor R is not everywhere zero and if the covariant derivative of

R is equal to the tensor product of a covector and R itself. We express these

conditions in symbol by Rf^O and VZ?= W®R, and call W the recurrence

covector. By Theorem 1.2, the conditions Rf^O and VR=W®R imply that

R^O. Hence for a linear connexion with recurrent curvature, the curvature

tensor is nowhere zero, i.e. Ry^O. In what follows, whenever the condition

Vi?= W®R is assumed, the condition RféO and consequently also the condi-

tion Rr¿0 are always understood.

Recently, generalizing a result of K. Nomizu concerning linear connexions
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with VP = 0, the author obtained a geometrical condition, in terms of the

basic and fundamental vector fields on the frame bundle over M, for a linear

connexion on M to be with recurrent curvature (Wong [13, Theorem 4.2]).

Except for this general result, linear connexions with recurrent curvature

have so far been studied only in the following special cases:

1. Riemannian connexions^) with VP = 0 (i.e. E. Cartan's symmetric

spaces).

2. Linear connexions with P=0, VP = 0, or with VT=0, VP = 0 (Nomizu

[3; 4]).
3. Riemannian connexions^) with VR=W®R, W^O (Ruse [5], Walker

[8], Hlavaty [2]).
4. Certain type of linear connexions with T=0, VR=W®R and Wj^O

which include, except for a trivial case, all the Riemannian connexions in

Case 3 above (Wong [9]).

5. Subflat linear connexions (i.e. linear connexions which admit locally

n — 1 parallel fields of vectors and n — l parallel fields of covectors) with

r = 0, VR=W®R and W^O (Wong [ll]).
6. Projectively flat connexions with T=0, VR=W®R, and W^O or

W=0 (Wong and Yano [12]).

Furthermore, in Cases 3-6, only local properties were considered.

In this paper, we shall study the more general case of linear connexions

with T=0, VR=W®R, W^O, i.e. linear connexions with zero torsion and

recurrent curvature for which the recurrence covector W is not everywhere

zero. Both local and global properties are obtained. The method we use is a

combination of the classical tensor calculus and a method of piecing together

locally defined tensor fields or fields of planes into global tensor fields or

fields of planes on M. On two occasions, we apply Steenrod's theorem on exist-

ence of cross-sections in fiber bundles. It appears that neither the index-free

presentation nor the method of exterior forms lends itself to the study of

problems of the type considered in this paper. We assume that n>2. The

case n — 2 requires special treatment and will be considered in another paper

(Wong [14]).
§§1.1—1.3 are preliminary in nature. They contain a number of results

concerning parallel fields of planes or coplanes on M, recurrent tensors, and

certain decomposition of recurrent tensors. All of them will play an important

part in our later work. In §§2.1-2.4, we give a few rather easy but indispensa-

ble results on linear connexions with zero torsion and recurrent curvature

without assuming that the recurrence covector W is not everywhere zero.

Beginning with §3 is the study of linear connexions with zero torsion and

0) Throughout this paper, the Riemannian connexions mentioned are those with a definite

or indefinite metric. While Riemannian connexions with a positive definite metric and VJ? = 0

were described by E. Cartan as "une classe remarquable d'espaces de Riemann," the interest-

ing case of Riemannian connexions with VR= W®R and W^O is when the metric is indefinite.
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recurrent curvature for which the recurrence covector W is not everywhere

zero. In §3.1 we give some examples of such linear connexions showing the

nature of the subset Mq= {m£M: W(u)=0\. In §§3.2-3.3 we prove among

other things that the tensor VW is either everywhere symmetric or nowhere

symmetric, and that the holonomy group can, and can only, be of dimension

1, 2, • • • , n—1. In §§4.1-4.3 we study the curvature tensor R in detail.

Local and global decompositions of R in M\Mo (i.e. in the complement of

Mo in M) are obtained which give rise to a number of local fields of vectors

and covectors in M\M0. Existence of certain global parallel fields of planes

or coplanes spanned by these local vectors or covectors are established in

§§5.1-5.3. There we also prove that the Ricci tensor is of (constant) rank

i£2, and that in the case where the tensor VW is symmetric, the condition

for the holonomy group to be abelian is expressible in terms of the pseudo-

orthogonality between certain parallel fields of planes and coplanes. The

paper ends in §§6.1-6.3 with a study of a decomposition of the tensor VW

and the fields of covectors or coplanes arising from it.

In the course of our investigation, it is found that the properties of the

linear connexion are quite different in the two cases where the dimension of

the holonomy group is greater than 1 or equal to 1. The latter case cor-

responds to the "simple" type (Walker [8]) of Riemannian connexion with

recurrent curvature. It would be interesting to specialize the results presented

in this paper to the case of Riemannian connexions and compare the results

thus obtained with the earlier local results of H. S. Ruse, A. G. Walker and

V. Hlavaty.

The author wishes to express his sincere thanks to his young colleague

Mr. C. S. Hsü who read through a preliminary draft of this paper and sug-

gested a number of improvements. Equation (3.1) of Theorem 3.1, part (a) of

Theorem 4.2 and the global decomposition VIF= N®W+Ñ® W in Theorem

6.4 are partly due to him.

1. Preliminaries

Parallel fields of planes and recurrent tensors on a C°°-manifold with a

linear connexion have been studied by A. G. Walker [7] and the author

(Wong [10; 13]). Here, emphasizing the global aspects, we summarize a

number of definitions and known results and add a few new ones for later use.

1.1. Parallel fields of vectors along a curve and parallel fields of planes or

coplanes on M. Let M be a connected, «-dimensional C°°-manifold (which

consequently is also arcwise connected). A plane (resp. coplane) at a point

«G M is a linear space spanned by a number of vectors (resp. covectors) at u.

A field of planes (resp. coplanes) on M is a C^-assignment of a plane (resp.

coplane) to each point of M.

Let C: u = u(t), 0=t = 1, be a sectionally C°°-curve in M. It is easy to see

that C can be divided into a finite number of C°°-sections each of which lies
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in a coordinate neighborhood. Let (U, uk) be any one of these coordinate

neighborhoods, and uh = uk(r), ti^t^tj, the C°°-section of C lying in U. Then

a vector field X(t) defined on C is said to be parallel along C if the com-

ponents Xh(r) of X(t) in each (U, uh) satisfy the linear differential equations

du1 dXk      dW
-V¡X* = 0,   i.e.-h — TjfX* = 0      (náráTi).
dr dr dr

The following lemmas are easy consequences of well-known properties

of the solutions of systems of linear differential equations:

Lemma 1.1. For any given vector A at the point u(0), there exists a unique

parallel vector field X(t) along C such that X(0) =A.

Lemma 1.2. If Xa (1 gagn) are any n parallel vector fields along C and

Xa are independent at some point of C, then Xa are everywhere independent along

C. In this case, any parallel vector field X along C can be expressed uniquely as

X = caXa, where ca are constants.

Lemma 1.3. If XA (1 ¿A ;Sr) are any r parallel vector fields along C, then

the number of independent vectors among XA(r) at any point of C is constant

along C.

A field D of planes on M is parallel if, for any two points Wo, «i£M, a

vector in D(uo) is displaced parallelly along any (sectionally C00-) curve

joining Mo to u\ into a vector in D(u{). Covector fields which are parallel

along a curve and parallel fields of coplanes on M axe defined in a similar

way.

On account of Lemma 1.3, the planes of a parallel field D on M must be

of the same dimension everywhere on M. Thus, if we wish to indicate the

dimension of the planes, we can say that D is a parallel field of r-planes.

Using Lemma 1.3, we can easily prove

Lemma 1.4. Let D\ be a parallel field of ri-planes and D2 a parallel field of

r¡-planes on M. Then the intersection planes Di(u)C\D2(u) at all points uÇ^M

are of the same dimension, and they form a parallel field of planes on M. The

same is also true of the union planes Di(u)VJD2(u).

The following well-known result can be proved by modifying Walker's

[7, Theorem 3.3] original proof in the case of Riemannian connexion:

Lemma 1.5. A field D of r-planes on M is parallel iff in each coordinate

neighborhood UQM and for any local basis XA (l^A, Bgr) of D in  U,

^iXb = LibXa,

where Lfs are some covectors on U.

We are now ready to prove our main result in this paragraph.
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Theorem 1.1. Let r be a fixed positive number. If for each point u in M,

there exists some coordinate neighborhood Uzz>u in M, and a set of r vectors

FÎ (1 =4 ^r) on U such that

(1.1) onU:VlYhA = LuYB (1 g. A, B z% r),

and

(1.2) on ur\ U*: Y*¿ = <pWa,        YA = <^yV       (1 $ A, A* £ r),

where U* is another coordinate neighborhood and (¡>A*, <pA are functions on

UC\ U*, then the local fields of planes spanned by these sets of local vector fields

piece together into a parallel field of planes on M.

Proof. Condition (1.2) assures us that the local fields of planes spanned

by the sets of local vector fields piece together to form a field of planes on M.

Therefore, on account of Lemma 1.5, it is sufficient to prove that if the r

vectors YA on U satisfy condition (1.1), the number of independent vectors

among them is the same everywhere in U.

To prove this, consider in U any two points u0, U\, and some curve u(t),

0=r gl, joining u0 = u(0) to u\ = u(l). Let X% (1 =a^w) be some parallel co-

frame along u(t), and define the functions fA = YAX% on u(t). We have, by

condition (1.1),

d,(YhAxl) = ÔT(YAXÏ) = (8rYhA)Xl
l      B       h      a

= (dTu)LiAYBXh,

where dT = d/dr and Sr= (dTul)Vi. Therefore, the functions/2 satisfy the equa-

tions

dTfA = (dru )Lia}b-

In other words, fA(r), 1 =a^w, are n solutions of the system of linear differ-

ential equations

I      B

d,fA = (dru)LiAfB

in the r unknown functions fA (1 ÚA i%r).

Let }A (1 =5 úr) be any r independent solutions of this system of linear

differential equations. Then fA=fAcB, where cB are constants. Therefore,

since the matrix (Jf) is of rank r all along w(r) (from the theory of linear

differential equations),

rank (fA) = rank (cB) = constant along m(t).
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But Y\Xl=fA and matrix (X^) is of rank n all along u(t). Therefore, rank

(YA) = rank ifï) — constant along u(r). Hence

h h
rank (YA)Uo = rank (YA)UI,

as was to be proved.

It is easy to see that results similar to Lemmas 1.1-1.5 and Theorem 1.1

hold for covector fields and fields of coplanes.

A vector Xh and a covector Yh at a point w£M are said to be pseudo-

orthogonal to each other if XhYh = 0. Pseudo-orthogonality between an r-

plane and an r'-coplane at a point is defined in an obvious manner. More-

over, it is easy to prove

Lemma 1.6. Let D be a parallel field of r-planes on M and D' a parallel field

of r'-coplanes on M. Then if D and D' are pseudo-orthogonal at some point of

M, they are pseudo-orthogonal at every point of M.

Lemma 1.7. Let D be a field of r-planes on M and D' the field of (n — r)-
coplanes pseudo-orthogonal to D. Then if D is parallel, D' is also parallel, and

conversely.

1.2. Recurrent tensors and holonomy group of a linear connexion with

recurrent curvature. Let if be a connected «-dimensional C-manifold on

which a linear connexion has been given. Then we have

Theorem 1.2. If S is any tensor, say of type (1, 3), on M satisfying the

condition V5= W®S, then

(a) To each point u of M, we can assign (not necessarily in a continuous

manner) a frame X„(u) such that the set of n* numbers

(1.3) SßJ(u) = (SwXlxíxixlXu),

which are functions of u, are proportional to a set of n* constants.

(b) S is either everywhere zero or nowhere zero.

A tensor 5 on M is said to be recurrent if it satisfies the condition VS

= W®S without being zero everywhere. Then by Theorem 1.2 (b),

Corollary. A recurrent tensor is nowhere zero.

Proof of Theorem 1.2. The frame that we assign to each point of M is

constructed as follows. Fix any point w0£M and assign to it any fixed frame

-Xa(wo). For each point U\ of M, fix a sectionally C°°-curve Ci:u = u(t),

— £^T|l+e, passing through the points u0 = u(0), Mi = m(1). By displacing

the frame Xa(ua) at u0 parallelly along G, we obtain a field of frames Ya(r)

along Ci. Then F„(l) is the frame Xa(u{) that we assign to the point U\. To

prove (a) we have to prove that the two sets of numbers
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Sßa^(Ul), Sßa^(u0)

constructed by using the frames Xa(uy) and Xa(u0) in accordance with (1.3)

are proportional. For this purpose, we now prove that the set of numbers

SßJ(r) = (&**(«) F$FÍrM)(r)

defined at each point of Cy are always proportional to the set of numbers

Sßa?x(0). Since the sectionally C°°-curve Cy can be divided into a finite number

of C^-sections each lying in a coordinate neighborhood, it suffices to prove the

last assertion for the case when the points Mo, Uy lie in the same coordinate

neighborhood and the curve Cy through them is C00. Since Ya(r) is parallel

along Cy and 5 satisfies the condition V5= W®S, we have

drSßap    =   (dTu)VlSßaß

= (dru'^tSkHMY^YÍYl

- (dru)Wi(u)Sk{i\u)YkßYjayIyI

i.e.,

drSßa^ = (d,ul)Wi(u)Sßaf.

From this it follows that

W(r) = $ßa*(0) exp   f   (drul)Wi(u)dT.
J o

This shows that the set of «4 numbers Sßa^x(uy) =5^aMx(l) are proportional to

the set of w4 numbers Sßa/1x(uo)=Sßa^(0), which proves (a). In particular, if

all the «4 numbers Sßa^(ua) are zero, so are also all the w4 numbers Sßai?(uy) ;

in other words, if the tensor S(u0) is zero, so is the tensor S(tti). This proves

(b).
Let « be a point in M and C a loop at u (i.e. a sectionally C°° closed curve

beginning and ending at u). If we take any frame (u, Xa) at u and transport

it parallelly along C once to arrive at the frame (u, Xá) at u, then the linear

transformation oc in the tangent «-plane to M at u which carries the frame

(u, Xa) into the frame (u, X¿ ) is independent of the choice of the initial frame

(w, Xa). For a fixed point u in M, the set of linear transformations crc cor-

responding to all the possible loops at u form a subgroup of the general linear

group GL(n, R). This subgroup is the holonomy group of the linear connexion

with reference point u. It follows at once from definition that the holonomy

group at uÇ_M leaves invariant an r-plane of the tangent «-plane to M at

u iff there exists a parallel field of r-planes on M. Since the holonomy groups

with different reference points are isomorphic, the reference point will not be

mentioned specifically.
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A linear connexion on M is said to be with recurrent curvature if its curva-

ture tensor is recurrent. The following theorem is known (Wong [13, Theorem

4.3]):

Theorem 1.3. For a linear connexion with recurrent curvature on a connected

n-dimensional C°°-manifold M, the Lie algebra of its holonomy group H is

spanned by the following elements (which are nXn matrices) of the Lie algebra

ofGL(n,R):

matrix [R{ßa)^(u)\, 1 Í ft a á «,

where

R{ßa)ß (u) = (Rkji XßXaXßXh)(u),

u is any point in M and X'a any frame at u. Consequently, the dimension of the

holonomy group H is equal to the number of independent ones among the matrices

[2W(«)].
It follows from this that the holonomy group of a linear connexion with

recurrent curvature on M is at most of dimension n(n —1)/2.

1.3. Local decomposition of a recurrent tensor. The main result in this

paragraph is Theorem 1.4 concerning a local decomposition of a given recur-

rent tensor into the sum of tensor products of tensors. That theorem and

Lemma 1.8 hold for a tensor of any type and for any two complementary sets

of indices, but for simplicity and in anticipation of our applications, we state

and prove them for a tensor Skah of type (1, 3) and for the complementary

sets of indices k, j and i, h.

We first consider the case of tensors and vectors at a single point

uE:UCM. Let Skjih be any tensor of type (1, 3). In the linear space of tensors

of type (0, 2), the linear subspace spanned by the n2 tensors

Skjß  = Sw X„Xk (1 g p, X ̂  n),

where X*a is any frame and X% its dual coframe, is obviously independent of

the choice of the frame X*a. We call this linear subspace the (k, j)-support of

S, and its dimension the (k, j)-dimension of S. In an analogous manner, the

(i, A)-support, (*, A)-dimension or the j-support, etc. of 5 can be defined.

The following lemma is known and quite easy to prove (see, for example,

Hlavaty [l, §l]).

Lemma 1.8. Let Skah be a tensor of type (1, 3) at the point mG UQM. Then

(a) The (k, j)-dimension = the (i, h)-dimension.

(b) The (k, j)-dimension of S is equal to r iff S can be expressed as

(1.4) Sk¿ = PÎjQj (lu A g r),
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where PX) (also QAih) are r linearly independent tensors.

(c) // the tensor S can also be expressed as

(1.4*) Ski-   = P*t]Q*A

where P%    (also Qa'1) are r* linearly independent tensors, then r* = r and

*A* A*    A * h Ah

P kj = <t>A Pkj,        Qa*í = <pa'Qaí,

where d>A , <#}• are scalars satisfying d>A*<¡>A* = dA.

(d) // SßJ-StfXpl&ll

where Xha is any frame and X^ its dual coframe, then the (k, j)-dimension ( = the

(i, h)-dimension) of S is equal to the rank of the matrix

[Sßait J,

where («, X) denote the row and (ß, a) denote the column.

Proof. We omit the details of the proof, but merely indicate how the

tensors P¿ and QA,h can be constructed. Let r be the (k, j)-dimension of

Skjih, and let P¿ (1 =/l ^r) be a set of r independent tensors among the «2

tensors Skj^ = SkjihX^X\ (1 =ju, X^«). Then there exist scalars pA* such that

x x   A
Skiß     =   PApPkj,

and

Stu = (pAiiPkj) XiX\ = Pkj(pAßXiX\).

Thus, writing pjftXfX* as Qaíh, we have a decomposition of the form (1.4).

We now consider the case of a recurrent tensor on M.

Theorem 1.4. Let S be a recurrent tensor of type (1, 3) on M: S^O, VS

= W®S, and let the components of S in any coordinate system (U, uh) be S*,-,\

Then we have

(a) The (k, j)-dimension of S is constant on M; in other words, the (k, j)-

dimension r(u) of S(u) defined at every point u of M is the same.

(b) In a suitable coordinate neighborhood U of each point u in M, S can be

decomposed into the sum of tensor products

(1.5) Skiih = pÍíQaí" (l*A,BÍ r),

where the r tensors P¿ (also the r tensors Ça«'1) are everywhere independent in U.

(c) The tensors P¿ and Qa* satisfy the relations:
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(1.6) ViPtj = LÍbPIí,        ViQbíH = LÎbQJ,
A ~A A

Lib + Lib = WiSb,

where L?B, Lfjg are some covector s.

(d) If on another coordinate neighborhood U*3u, S is decomposed into

Sk¿ = Ptfol'i" (1 á A, B, A* á r),

then on UÍMJ*,

*A* A    A' *h A h

Pkj      =   Pkj<t>A , QA*i =  <t>A*QAi   ,

where cbA , <¡>A> are scalars on U(~\ U* such that <bA cbA» = 8A.

Proof. By Lemma 1.8(d), the (k, j)-dimension r(u) oí the tensor S(u) is

equal to the rank of the matrix

[■S0a««x(tt)]        with row (pX) and column (ßa),

where Sßa^(u) = (SkjihXtßX)aXtl,X^}(u) and X1« is any frame at u. Since S is

recurrent, we can, by Theorem 1.2(a) and its corollary, assign a frame to

each point m of M so that the set of numbers Sßa^(u), not all zero, are pro-

portional to a set of constants, say Cßa/lx, which are independent of u. There-

fore, r(u) is equal to the rank of the matrix [c/}«./] and is consequently con-

stant on M. This proves (a).

To prove (b), we take any C°° field of frames X'a in any coordinate neigh-

borhood 0 containing u and use it to construct the tensors P¿, QAih as in

the proof of Lemma 1.8. These tensors are defined on Ü and are obviously

C". They will satisfy the independence condition in some suitable neighbor-

hood UQÜ oí u.
Finally, to prove (c), we differentiate (1.5) covariantly and get

(1.7) ÍViPÍJQaí" + Ptii^iQAi) = ^iSkjt - WtSkii" = WiPÍjQaí".

Since the r tensors P¿ (also the r tensors Q.ah) are independent, there exist

some tensors P%and @f suchjhat P$%=li and QAih'ffi = hA. Contractions

of equation (1.7) by Qf and P% respectively show that V¡P¿ and ViQBih are

of the form

ViPk} = LisPkj,       ViQbí   = LibQaí ■

Substituting these in (1.7), we arrive at

A ~A A

Lib + Lib = WiSB,

which completes the proof of the theorem.
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Theorem 1.4 holds for a recurrent tensor of any type and for any two

complementary sets of indices. Thus, let 5 be the A-dimension of S and QAh

any 5 vectors which span the Ä-support of 5. Then S can be locally decom-

posed in U as

Sknh = PÍ»Q_Ah (1 = A, B < s),

and the s vectors QAh satisfy the relations

VjÇb* = LÎbQa*.

Furthermore, if

Sk¿ = PwQÏ* (1 = A*, B* z% s)

is a local decomposition of 5 on £/*, then on UC\U*,

* h A        h h A*        h

Qa*     =   $A*Qa   , Qa     =   <t>A Qa*   ■

Hence the local vectors Qah have the properties of the vectors YAh in Theorem

1.1, and we obtain

Corollary. // S is a recurrent tensor on M, and h any of its contravariant

(resp. covariant) index, then the h-dimension of S is constant on M and the

h-support forms a parallel field of planes (resp. coplanes) on M.

2. Linear connexions with VR= W®R

In this section, we give a few easy but indispensable results concerning

linear connexions with recurrent curvature. Here we do not assume that the

recurrence covector W is not everywhere zero.

2.1. The Ricci tensor. The Ricci tensor is defined by Ra = Rhjih. We have

Theorem 2.1. For a linear connexion with recurrent curvature (not neces-

sarily without torsion),

(a) The Ricci tensor is everywhere symmetric (resp. skew-symmetric) or

nowhere symmetric (resp. skew-symmetric).

(b) The Ricci tensor is of the constant rank on M; in particular, it is every-

where zero or nowhere zero (cf. Theorem 5.2).

Proof. From

ViV - W,Rkii"

we deduce

VtRji = WtRji,       V¡(RH - Rv) = Wl(Rji - R{]),

Vl(Rji + RlJ) = W liRji + Ri,).
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On account of Theorem 1.2(b), the last two equations imply (a) of the theo-

rem. Next, since the rank of i?,¿ is equal to the ¿-dimension of R,i, (b) follows

from the corollary to Theorem 1.4.

In this connection, it is useful to note that for any linear connexion with

zero torsion,

(2.1) Rkjh"= - (Rki- Rjk).

This is obtained by contracting the indices h and i in the first Bianchi identity

(o.i).
2.2. Supports of indices of the curvature tensor (cf. §1.3).

Theorem 2.2. For the curvature tensor Rkjih of any linear connexion with

zero torsion,

j-support = k-support,       i-supporl C k-supporl.

If the linear connexion is with recurrent curvature, the support of each of the

indices of the curvature tensor Rkah forms a parallel field of planes or coplanes

on M.

Proof. The first assertion is a consequence of the identities RkJih= — Rjkih

and (0.1) which give

Rß,/ = - Rjß*,       Rßa* = - Raißx + Rißa\

where for example, Rßißx = Rk^XßX^X^. The second assertion is a particular

case of the Corollary to Theorem 1.4.

2.3. The holonomy group.

Theorem 2.3. For a linear connexion with recurrent curvature (not neces-

sarily with zero torsion), the (k,j)-dimension of its curvature tensor R is constant

on M. If the (k, j)-dimension of R is r, and R is decomposed at any point u(£M

into

(2.2) Rkjih = PAkjQAih (1 <t A á r),

then the Lie algebra of the holonomy group H is spanned by the r independent

elements: matrix [Qa^\, where QAßx = QAi',XillXl and Xl, is any frame at u.

Consequently, dim H=r.

Proof. The first assertion is a particular case of Theorem 1.4. To prove

the second assertion, we write

Rßaß  = Rkji XßXaXpXh = (PkjXßXa)(QAi XpXk)

as

x        a      x
Rßaß     —   PßaQAß  ■
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By Theorem 1.3, the Lie algebra of the holonomy group is spanned by the

«(« —1)/2 elements

matrix [R{ßa)u ] = Pßa matrix [QAu ].

Since the r tensors QAih (also the r tensors P¿) at u are independent (cf.

Theorem 1.4), it is easily seen from the above equation that the Lie algebra

of H is spanned by the r independent elements: matrix [Qa/], as was to be

proved.

2.4. A local decomposition of the curvature tensor.

Theorem 2.4. For a linear connexion with zero torsion and recurrent curva-

ture: T = 0, VP = W®R, if r is the dimension of the holonomy group, then in a

suitable coordinate neighborhood U of each point, the curvature tensor can be de-

composed as

(2.2) Rkji" = PÍQJ (1 ú A,B,C,Dú r),

where the r tensors Py (also the r tensors QAik) are everywhere independent in U

and satisfy the following relations :

(2.3) VtPÍj= LAiBP%,        ViQbÏ = LÎbQJ,        LÎB + LÎb= Wot;

A a A       C A DA A       C

Pa[kQBi]      =   CßcPkj, V[mL¡]£ +  L[mBLl]D   =   CcBPml,

r\      Vi     °        ñA  r>    h TA TA     TD ñA   dC
(2.4) Q[Ba  Qc]i    =   CBcQaí  , V[mLj]B +  L[mDLl]B   =   CcBPml',

(V [mW i])5c = (CBc + CBc)Pmi, ViCBc = Li[BCdc\ — LwCBc.

Here Wi is the recurrence covector, LlB and LtB are covectors, CBq and

Cbc( — ~ Ccb) are scalars, and square brackets used with indices indicate that

alternation is taken over the two outermost indices; thus

A a A a A a

Pa[kQBj]     —   PakQßj    ~  Paj  ~   Qßk   ■

Proof. The relations (2.3) have been proved in Theorem 1.4. We deduce

from (2.3)i that
A A A       C B

V[mV¡]P4y =   (V[mLl]B + L[icLm]B)Pkj.

Applying to the left side the Ricci identity for a linear connexion with zero

torsion, we have on account of (2.2)

A a    A a    A

V[mV|]F*j   =   —  RmlkPaj   —  Rmlj Pka

B a    A a    A

=   Pml( — QBk Paj +  Qbj Puk) ■

Since Py are independent tensors, comparison of the above two expressions

for V[mV¡]P¿ gives (2.4)i,2. Similarly, equations (2.4)3,4 can be  proved  by
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using (2.2) and (2.3)2. Equation (2.4)s is an immediate consequence of (2.3)3

and (2.4)2,4. The last equation (2.4)« follows from (2.3)2 and (2.4)s.

We now prove

Corollary. The holonomy group is abelian iff the functions C^c appearing

in equation (2.4)3 are all zero at some point of M (then they are all zero every-

i here in M).

Proof. Let X*a be any frame at « and let QA^ = QAih(u)Xl,X$. Then equa-

lion (2.4)3 at m is equivalent to

X y p.A    . X

QlBv VC]ß    =  Csc(U)QAli  .

In consequence of Theorem 2.3, these are the structure equations of the

holonomy group H (with reference point u) so that C^q(u) are the structural

constants. Thus H is abelian iff C¿c(M)=0. Equation (2.4)e confirms the

fact that if Cjic are all zero at some point u oí M, they are all zero everywhere

in M.

3. Linear connexions with T=0, VR=W®R, W^O

From now on we shall study exclusively linear connexions with zero tor-

sion and recurrent curvature for which the recurrence covector W is not every-

where zero. As before, the «-dimensional C-manifold M on which such a

linear connexion 7 is defined is assumed to be connected, and so arcwise

connected.

Let Mo= {u£.M: W(u)=0}. If Mo is an «-dimensional subset of M, as

is the case in Example 1 in §3.1, then the restriction of 7 to Mo is a linear con-

nexion 70 with T=0 and Vi? = 0. Such a linear connexion 70 generalizes the

symmetric (Riemannian) space of E. Cartan and has been studied quite ex-

tensively. But the subset M0 may also be of dimension « — 1 or « — 2, as is

the case in Examples 2 and 3 of §3.1. Apart from this, we know nothing

about the nature of the subset MoQM.

Let Mo be as defined above, and let Mi be any arcwise connected com-

ponent of M\Mo. Then Mi is an «-dimensional connected C-manifold and

the restriction of 7 to Mi is a linear connexion 71 with T=0, VR=W®R

for which the recurrence covector W is nowhere zero. Since the results in the

previous sections were derived for a connected C-manifold we can apply

them directly to M and to each of the connected components of M\Mo but

not to M\Mo which may not be connected. In what follows, we shall obtain

various properties of the linear connexion 7 and properties of M implied by

the existence of 7 on it. Some of the results hold on the whole of M; others

only on M\Mo or on any of its connected components; still a few others only

on (M\Mo)\Moo, where Jkf0o= {«G(M\M0): [(VW^W^u) =0}.

3.1. Some examples.

Example 1. On the Euclidean «-space M: (— «> <ux, ••-,«"< + «>), let
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y[d] denote the linear connexion (with zero torsion) defined by the com-

ponents

iff 2 s r
r„ = b{u e,     r,i = r,„ = a,f« e,

2       1 tj t dd f
Tu   = — a,fM « — + ctu 6, (3 á f, 17, f ^ «),

2 ¿Ml

all the other Ty,-* are zero,

where the function 6=d(ul) is nowhere zero, and <%, &{, cj are constants not

all zero such that avt = at, and flf,&' = <%&ii-

By straightforward computation or from Wong [9], it can easily be veri-

fied that y[6] has recurrent curvature and the recurrence covector is W¡

= d(logd)/dul.

Taking
(1 for u1 = 0,

ll + expt-l/w1) for ul > 0,

we obtain on M a linear connexion with zero torsion and recurrent curvature

for which Mo={mGM: W(u) = 0} is the subset w^O, and M\M0 is the

connected subset w^O.

Example 2. Let M and y[d] be as in Example 1. Taking6 = l + (u1)2, we

obtain on M a linear connexion with zero torsion and recurrent curvature for

which the subset M<¡ is the (« —l)-plane m1 = 0 and M\Ma consists of the

two connected components m^O and w^O.

Example 3. On the Euclidean «-space M: (— » <ul, ■ ■ ■ ,un< + °°), let

y[cp] denote the linear connexion (with zero torsion) defined by the com-

ponents

Tn = bld<j>/dz,        T„i = T,2, = a e,d<j>/dz,

Ty\ = ad*/du  + cd<b/dz, (3 g {, i, ( á »),

all the other Ty<* are zero,

where a, &{, c are constants not all zero; et are constants not all zero; z = e{ui,

d> = <b(ul, z) is such that d2<j>/dz2 is nowhere zero. By straightforward computa-

tion or from Wong [9], it can easily be verified that y[<b] has recurrent curva-

ture and the recurrence covector is W¡ = d(log d2<p/dz2)/dul. If we take as

<b(ul, z) any solution of the differential equation

d2<b/dz2 = 1 + (u1)2 + (z)2,

we obtain on M a linear connexion with zero torsion and recurrent curvature

for which the subset M0 is the (« —2)-plane: m1 = 0 = z, and M\M<¡ is a con-

nected subset.

3.2. The recurrence covector W. We now prove
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Theorem 3.1. For a linear connexion with T = 0, VR=W®R, W^O, the

recurrence covector W satisfies the equations

(3.1) V,iVimWtl) = Wt(VimWt]),

(3.2) WqV[nWt] + WmVuWq] + W,VlqWm] = 0.

Equation (3.1) implies that the tensor VW on M is either everywhere symmetric

or nowhere symmetric; in the former case, W is locally a gradient. Equation (3.2)

means that W is locally proportional to a gradient; in other words, the total differ-

ential equation Wkduk = 0 which is globally defined on M is locally completely

integrable.

Proof. On account of Vi?= W®R, we have

VmVA,-,* = Vm(WtRkiik) = (VmW,)Rkjik + WmWiRklik.

Therefore, by the Ricci identity,

(V[mWn)Rkjik = VlmVt]Rkjik

= RmiPkRkjip - RmiipRkiPh - RmiipRkPik - RmikpRPiih-

(It is easy to verify that this equation is equivalent to (2.4)6.) Applying V8 to

both sides of this equation and using the latter again in the result, we get

Vq(VlmWt])Rkjih + Wt(V[mWl})Rkiih = 2Wq(V[mWn)Rkii\

i.e.,

Vq(V[mWn)Rkji» = Wt(VlmWn)Rkiik.

Since the curvature tensor is nowhere zero, it follows that

V^VfmlTij) = Wq(VlmWt]),

which proves (3.1). By Theorem 1.2(b), equation (3.1) implies that V[mWt\ is

either everywhere zero or nowhere zero.

To prove (3.2), let us denote by cyc( ) the cyclic expression with typical

term inside the brackets. Then on account of (3.1), we have

cyc(WqVlmWi{) = cyc^VtmW'i,) = cyc(V [mV t]W q)

= cyc(RmlqkWh)

= (Rmiq" + Riqmh + Rq,mh)Wh

= 0.

This is (3.2) which is the well-known condition for W to be locally propor-

tional to a gradient. Hence our theorem is completely proved.

In consequence of Theorems 2.1 and 3.1, the Ricci tensor and the tensor

VW share the property that it is either everywhere symmetric or nowhere

symmetric. We observe also that
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(a) For a Riemannian connexion with VP= W®Rand Wt^O, VW is sym-

metric (Walker [8, §6]).

(b) For a subflat or projectively flat connexion with T—0, VR=W®R

and W5^0, VW is symmetric iff the Ricci tensor is symmetric (Wong

[11] and Wong and Yano [12]).

(c) For a 2-dimensional linear connexion with F=0, VR = W®R and

WféQ, VIF is symmetric iff the Ricci tensor is symmetric (Wong [14]).

These facts support the truth of the following conjecture though the author

has not been able to prove it.

Conjecture. For every linear connexion with T=0, VR = W®R and

W^O, the tensor VW is (everywhere) symmetric iff the Ricci tensor is (every-

where) symmetric.

3.3. Dimension of the holonomy group.

Lemma 3.1. In any coordinate neighborhood U in which W has no zero, the

curvature tensor can be expressed as

Rkjih = Won" - Wßuh,

where Sah is some tensor on U.

Proof. Using VP= W®R in the second Bianchi identity (0.2), we get

WiRkj* + WkRjiih + WjRtk* = 0.

Since W has no zero in U, there exists some vector X1 on U such that X'Wi

= 1. Contraction of the above equation by X' gives

Rkn" = WkRijiW - WjRlki»X>,

i.e.,

Rku" = WkSji" - WjSkf,

where we have put

s„» = Rt^x:

We now prove

Theorem 3.2. Let H denote the holonomy group of a linear connexion with

T=0, VR=W®R and W?±0. Then 1 ̂ dim Ht^n—1. Moreover, for each inte-

ger r satisfying 1 ̂  r i£ « — 1, there exist linear connexions of this type for which

dim H—r.

Proof. Let us consider a point uQM at which W¿¿0. By Lemma 3.1, the

curvature tensor is of the form

Rkiih = WkSji* - WjSki"

at u. Choose a frame Xha at u such that Wß — WkXß — 5¿. Then the numbers

P(3«)mX(w) which appear in Theorem 1.3 are
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R(ßa)ß  (U)   =   8ßSall  (U)   -  OaSßn  (u).

Consequently, among the «(« —1)/2 matrices

only the following « — 1 can possibly be independent:

[*(.«,)/(«)] = [«WC«)] (2 è a é n).

Therefore, by Theorem 1.3, dim H^n — 1. On the other hand, since the num-

bers i?(0a),,x(tt) cannot all be zero, at least one of the above « — 1 matrices is

nonzero. Therefore dim H^l.

To prove the second half of the theorem, we consider some examples. On

the Euclidean «-space M: (— oo <uy, ■ ■ • , m"< + °°), let y be the linear

connexion with zero torsion and recurrent curvature defined by the com-

ponents

3 » r+2 r+2

rn = eu, ■ ■ ■,      ru = e«   ,

all the other Tjih are zero,

where 6= 1+ («')*, and r is any fixed integer such that l^r^n — 2. This is a

special case of Example 2 in §3.1. An easy computation will show that the

only nonzero components of the curvature tensor are

ÄW*-M* (3|4,jár+2)

and those differing from these by sign. Taking X^ = S£, we see by Theorem 1.3

that dim H is equal to the number of independent matrices among the follow-

ing r «X« matrices:

[flu»),.*] = e[Ùl] (a - 3, • • • , r + 2).

Now in the crth matrix the (a, l)-element is its only nonzero element. There-

fore, these r matrices are independent, and so dim H=r. Hence there exist

linear connexions of the type under considerations for which dim H =

1, 2, • • ■ , «-2.

To give an example for which dim H=n — 1, let us consider on a suitable

neighborhood U in M: (— oo <ul, • • • , «"< + ») a projectively flat con-

nexion with recurrent curvature. In Wong [12], we have shown that for

such a linear connexion, the curvature tensor is of the form (in suitable co-

ordinates)

(3.3) Rkjih = B(iUi - «*&){<

or
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(3.4)        Rkji   = ^[(¿*{y — iyÇt)»7< — (it»7y — í^*)ai]       (ti, Vi not proportional),

according as its Ricci tensor is symmetric or nonsymmetric.

For the case (3.3), let us choose a frame X\ at «G U such that £a = £i>-X^

= Sa. Then by Theorem 1.3, dim H is equal to the number of independent

matrices among the following « — 1 «X» matrices

[R(ßi),\u)] = e[sluu)] (ß = 2, • • ■ , «).

But these « — 1 matrices are all linearly independent since

cß(Sß~Q = 0 => ci„ = 0 => c" = 0.

Therefore, dim H=n — 1.

For the case (3.4), £,• and »7,- are not proportional. Then using a frame

-X"* at « G £/ such that

fa  =   £hXa  =  5a, >7a  =  VhXa  =  5a,

we can verify that in this case also dim H is equal to n — 1.

Hence we have not only completed the proof of Theorem 3.5 but also

proved the following

Theorem 3.3. The holonomy group of an n-dimensional projectively flat

connexion with P = 0, VR=W®R and IF^O is of dimension n — 1.

In this connection, it is interesting to note that combining our Theorem

1.3 with a local result of Hlavaty [2, Theorem 3.4 a, b] or with certain

equivalent results of Walker ([8, (7.2) and p. 55]), we have

Theorem 3.4. The holonomy group of an n-dimensional (n > 2) Riemannian

connexion with VR=W®R with WféO is of dimension z^n — 2.

4. The curvature tensor

In this section, certain local and global decompositions of the curvature

tensor R into sums of tensor products are proved and studied in detail. In

the course of our investigation, the distinction between the cases where the

holonomy group is of dimension >1 or =1 arises naturally. In addition to

being of interest on their own, the results obtained will form a basis of our

work in the next two sections.

4.1. A local decomposition of R in M\M0.

Theorem 4.1. Let a linear connexion on M be such that T=0, VP= W®R

and Wf^O and let M0= {m£M: W(u) =0}. Then on each coordinate neighbor-

hood U in M\Mo there exists some tensor Sy,A, symmetric in j, i and having no

zero in U such that R is decomposed into
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(4.1) Rwk « WW - WfSnK

The most general tensor 5,<'1 having the properties of the tensor 5,<* is of the form

(4.2) 3yi* - «V + WfW£\

where Ck is an arbitrary vector on U.

Proof. Since W is nowhere zero in M\M0 it follows from Lemma 3.1 that

on each coordinate neighborhood U of M\Mo there exists some tensor 5 of

type (1,2) such that

(4.1) &** - WW - WjSh"

holds.
If 5 is any tensor of type (1, 2) on U satisfying

(4.1) Rkji» = WkSa» - WjSkik,

then we derive from this and (4.1) that

Wk&i» - Sah) = Wj(Skik - Skik),

which gives (since W has no zero in U)

(4.3) SS = S»» + Wß*,

where Bik is some tensor of type (1, 1) on U.

Conversely, if «Sy«j* is any tensor satisfying (4.1) and 73* is any tensor of

type (1, 1), then the tensor Snk defined by (4.3) satisfies (4.1).

Now using (4.1) in the first Bianchi identity:

Rkjih + Rnkh + Rik3h = 0,

we obtain

(WtSji" - WfSki») + (WjSak - WiSjkh) + (WiSkjk - W&f) = 0,

i.e.

WV[y,]A + WjSm* + WtSmh = 0.

From this it follows easily that

■V - V = - W,B* + WiBjk,

i.e.

(4.4) S»» + WjBik = V + WiB,\

where 73/ is some tensor of type (1, 1) on U. Let us put Sjih = Sjf-\-WjB?.

Then on account of (4.4), the tensor S¡f is symmetric in j, i. Moreover, by

the assertion below (4.3), it satisfies equation (4.1). Thus, we have shown that

there exists a tensor having the properties of the tensor Sj¿ in the theorem.
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To complete the proof of the theorem, we see from (4.3) that the most

general of such tensors is of the form

V = S,<* + WßiK

But, because 5#*—S#* is symmetric in j, i, the tensor 5<* must satisfy the

equation WjB?=WiB,}>, and is therefore of the form Bih=WiCh, where C*

is an arbitrary vector. Hence, the most general tensor Sj,h having the proper-

ties of the tensor Sy,* in the theorem is

V = V + W}W£\

as was to be proved.

4.2. A global decomposition of the curvature tensor on M\M<¡. The results

in Theorem 4.1 enable us to prove the following

Theorem 4.2. Let a linear connexion on M be such that T=0, VP= W®R

and WféO, and let MB be the subset {w£Af: W(u)=0). Then there exists on

M\Mo some tensor S of type (1, 2) which is

(a) symmetric in the two covariant indices,

(b) nowhere zero in M\M0, and

(c) such that on every coordinate neighborhood U in M\M<>, R can be de-

composed into

Rkiih = Wan" - W&iK

Any two such tensors S on M\M0 differ from each other by a tensor of the form

W®W®C, where C is some vector on M\M0.

Proof. Consider the bundle Bs oí all tensors S of type (1, 2) at all points

of M\M0 having the properties of the tensor 5y¿* in Theorem 4.1. Because

the most general 5 of such tensors at a point u<EM\M0 is of the form (4.2),

the fiber Fu of Bs over « is a linear space isomorphic to Rn, and is therefore

solid. Then, by a theorem of Steenrod's [6, p. 55] on existence of cross

sections on fiber bundles, C°° cross sections of Bs exist. Any such cross section

is a tensor 5 of type (1, 2) on Af\M0 satisfying the conditions stated in the

theorem. The last assertion in the theorem follows from (4.2), and this com-

pletes the proof.

4.3. Another local decomposition of the curvature tensor in M\M0.

Theorem 4.3. Let a linear connexion on M be such that T=0, VP= W®R

and WféO, and let Ma= {uQM: W(u) = 0}. If the dimension of the holonomy

group is r (li£r = M — 1), then for each point u of M\M<¡, there exists some co-

ordinate neighborhood U3u on which the curvature tensor can be decomposed into

(4.5)      Rkj-   = (WkW,A - WjWÍXWíZa + wWab)       (2 z% A, B z% r + 1),
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where WA, Z\, ZAB = ZBA are covector s and vectors on U such that the r+1 co-

vectors Wk, WA are everywhere linearly independent.

Proof. Comparing the two expressions

(2.2) Rkji" = PÍjQAih,

(4.1) Rkji   ^WuSjt -WjSki ,

for R on U, we have

W.Sji" - WjSkih = PÍjQJ.

Since W has no zero in U, there exists on U some vector X1 such that WkXk

= 1. Contraction of the above equation by Xk gives

Shh = iPAkjXk)QAih ■+ W^sjx"),

which we write as

(4.6) Shh =WAQAih-r-WjQi.

Using this in (4.1), we obtain

(4.7) Rkjih = iWkWA -WjW^qJ.

The r tensors QAih being independent, comparison of (2.2) with (4.7) gives

(4.8) PAki=WkWA -WjWÎ.

Next, we show that the r + 1 covectors Wk, WA axe everywhere (in U)

independent. Assume that this is not the case, i.e., at some point u of U,

Wk(u) and Wtiu) are not independent. Then there exist some constants c

and cA, not all zero, such that

cWk(u) + cAWÍ (u) = 0,

where, since W(u)?¿0, the cA axe not all zero. On account of this, we have

from (4.8) that

cAPAkj(u) = Wk(u)cAWA(u) - Wj(u)cÁwt(.u)

= - Wk(u)cWj(u) + Wi(u)cWk(u) = 0.

But this contradicts the fact the r tensors P¿ are everywhere independent.

Hence the r+1 vectors Wk, Wk are everywhere independent.

Lastly, from the symmetry of S,ih in j, i, and from (4.6) we obtain
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(4.9) WAQj + W, q) = WA QA- + WQ).

Since Wj, WJ are everywhere independent, we can complete them to a co-

frame W" (1 z^cf^n). Let W*a be its dual frame. Then contraction of (4.9) by

Ws gives

QBi" = WA(WJBQAjh) + WíÍWÍQj).

We write this as

(4.10) Qa* =WíZa+W*ZaB

and substitute it in (4.9). The result is

(4.11) W^wUa - Q.)) - Wi(WAz\ - Q-) = W*WA(ZAB - Zba).

Contracting this by W{, we get

G\ = WiZh + WAZA,    where   Z* = w\q).

Consequently (4.11) reduces to ZAB = ZBA. This and (4.10) and (4.7) complete

the proof of our theorem.

An easy consequence of (4.5) and Theorem 1.4(d) is

Theorem 4.4. The covector s and vectors Wi, Z\, Z\B which appear in Theo-

rem 4.3 are locally defined. If U, U* are any two intersecting coordinate neighbor-

hoods on each of which there is a decomposition of R of the form (4.5), then on

Ur\U*, we have

±A* A* A A*

W k   =d>AWk+<¡>   Wk,

(4.12) Z*A* = 4u'ZhA - <t>B'<t>A'<t>BB*ZAB, (2 = A, B, A*, B* i% r + 1)

*h A     B      h

Za'B* —  <t>A*<t>ß*ZAB

where <pA , <bA , d>\' are scalars on UC\ U* such that

A*   B B
4>a <¡>a* = à A-

We now prove

Theorem 4.5. The recurrence covector W and the local covectors and vectors

WÁ, Z\, ZAB which appear in

Rklih = (WkWA - WjWÍXWíZa + WBz\b), (2£A,B,Cgr+l)

of Theorem 4.3 satisfy the following relations:
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(4.13) r> 1:

V,Wk = N,Wk,

ViWf = NÍbW? + NiWk,
h ~C      h h C    h

ViZa = LuZc - N,ZA - Nt ZAC,
h _ C     * C     h

"iZAb= LiAZcb — NibZAc.

(4.14) r= 1:

ViWk = NiWk + Nl2Wk,

V¡W¡ = N)wk + NnWl,

ViZ\ = - n]z\2 + (Vu - Ni)Z\,

[ViZh22 = (l]2 - n)2)z\2 - Ni2z\.

Proof. In Theorem 4.3 we have shown that for each point u of M\Mo,

there exists some coordinate neighborhood Uzïu on which

h A h

Rkji    — PkiYAi (2úA,Búr+l),

where

pAi = wkwA Wjwt,(4.15)      pu = wkw; - Wjwa,    QAi

On the other hand, we have from Theorem 2.4 that

WiZhA + WBiZhAB.

A A

VlPkj =  LißPkj,
„h -A   _     h

ViQbí    = LibQaí .(4.16)

Substituting (4.15) in (4.16)i, we have

Wk(ViWA) + (ViWk)WA - W,(Vtwt) - (ViWJW,

= LAB(WkWBi - WjWBk).
(4.17)

Let us complete Wk, WA to a coframe Wk (1 ^cc^n) and let W* be its dual

frame. Then contraction of (4.17) by W\ and WB gives

(4.18) VtWA - [L?B - 5b(V,^)I^î] irf + (V,wt) w\w¡,

(ViWk)WkBWA - (V,wt)WÏ,Wj - WiWj = - LÎBWj.

Substituting in the latter equation the expression (4.18) for ViWi, we get

(VtWk)WBW^ - [LAs - hiiViW^W^Wi - hiVrWi = - LAlBWh

i.e.,

(4.19) á[ViW¡ - (VtWk)WkiWj] = (vtwk)wBwA
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It can be verified easily that (4.18) and (4.19) together are equivalent to

(4.17) and thus to (4.16)i.

Two cases arise according as r > 1 or r = 1.

Case 1. r>l. For A^B, (4.19) gives

(y,Wi)WiBWÎ = 0.

For any fixed B, choose an At^B. Since the covector WA has no zero, the

above equation gives

(vWy)WÍ = 0,

which is therefore true for every B = 2, • • ■ , r + 1. On account of this, (4.19)

reduces to

(4.20) v,wk = (y,wi)w{wk.

We note that in this case (r>l), the recurrence covector W is recurrent.

Case 2. r=l. Then A =5 = 2, and (4.19) becomes

(4.21) ViWk = (ViW,)W\Wk + (ViW,)W'2wl.

Now putting

(N, = (y,W,)WÍ,     Nl2 = {VtWJiWl,
(4.22) \       A Ai A A A

[N, = (ViWjW'y,     Nib = Lib-5bN,

in (4.20), (4.18) and (4.21), we obtain the first parts of (4.13) and (4.14) in

the theorem.

Next, we consider equation (4.16)2. For simplicity, let us put

2£A, B£r+1,        1 ^ A~, B, C = r + 1.

Then we have from (4.15)2 and the first parts of (4.13) and (4.14) that

QaÏ =  WiZHAB,

where ZAB=ZBA, Z\X = Z\;

V,WÏ = N%WB,

where N¡B=0 if r>.l. On account of these, equation (4.16)2, namely, V¡QAih

= Î-uQb? can be written

LuWBZcB = V,(IFB_ZxiO - (ViWB)ZAg + WBiVlZAB

= N%W0i ZAB + WB V,Áw,
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which is equivalent to

ft _c    ft C     ft
ViZäb = LiaZcb — NibZac-

This is the condensed form of the second parts of (4.13) and (4.14). Our

theorem is thus completely proved.

5. Certain parallel fields of coplanes and planes

ON M AND ON M\Mo

The decompositions of the curvature tensor into sums of tensor products

in the last section give rise to the local fields of vectors ZA, ZAb and covectors

WA in M\M0. Here it will be shown that they (together with the recurrence

covector W) span globally several parallel fields of planes or coplanes on

M\Mf¡. The pseudo-orthogonality between some of these parallel fields of

planes and coplanes is closely related (i) to the rank of the Ricci tensor which

will be proved to be always ^2, and, (ii) in the case when the tensor VW is

symmetric, to the condition for the holonomy group to be abelian.

5.1. The fields D(W), D(W, WA) of coplanes and the fields D(ZAB),

D(ZA, ZAB) of planes.

Theorem 5.1. Let M be a connected n-dimensional Cx-manifold with a linear

connexion for which T = 0, VR=W®R, Wf^O, and the holonomy group is of

dimension r. Let M0 be the subset {w£M: PF(m)=0} and My any connected

component of M\M¡¡, and let the curvature tensor be locally decomposed in M\M0

as

Rkit = (WkWA - WiWtKWtZl + WBZab), (2£A,B£r+l).

Then

(a) On each My the local fields of (r+1)-coplanes spanned by the covectors

Wk, WA piece together into a parallel field D(W, WA) of (r+1)-coplanes. The

k-support of R is a parallel field of (r + 1)-coplanes on M whose restriction to

My is D(W, WA).

(b) On each My the local fields of planes spanned by the vectors Z\, ZAB

piece together into a parallel field D(ZA, ZAB) of planes. The h-support of R is

a parallel field of planes on M whose restriction to My is D(ZA, ZAB).

(c) On each My, the local fields of planes spanned by the vectors ZAB piece

together into afield D(ZAB) of planes, but D(ZAB) is not necessarily of the same

dimension everywhere in My.

(d) // the holonomy group is of dimension r > 1, then

(i) D(W) is a parallel field of 1-coplanes on M\M0.

(ii) On each My, the field D(ZAB) of planes defined in (c) is a parallel field

of planes everywhere pseudo-orthogonal to the parallel field D(W) of 1-coplanes.

(We note here that in contrast with the other parallel fields described above, the
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parallel fields D(ZAb) on different connected components of M\Mo may not be

of the same dimension.)

Proof. In consequence of Theorem 2.2, to prove (a), it suffices to prove

that at any point uÇ£M\Mo, the ¿-support of R coincides with the (r+1)-

coplane spanned by the covectors Wk, Wk. Now let us complete Wk, WA to a

coframe W% and let W« be its dual frame. Then the ¿-support of R is spanned

by the «3 covectors :

Rk¿ = Rk]ihWÍwÍw\

= (Wkvfj - wjwkÁ)wÍQ.AihwÍwl

= (Wkú - hawt)QAß.

Therefore, the ¿-support is contained in the (r + l)-coplane spanned by Wk,

wi
To show that the ¿-support contains all the r + 1 covectors Wk, WA, we

first consider the covectors

Rkiß   = - Qa„ Wk .

The number of independent covectors among them is equal to the rank of the

matrix (Qa^), where A denotes the row and (p., X) the column. But this rank

is equal to r because the r tensors QAih are independent. Therefore, the ¿-sup-

port of R contains all the covectors WA.

Next consider the covectors

R*»  = QuWk.

Since the r tensors QAi are independent, at least one of the components Ç2Î is

not zero. Therefore, the ¿-support of R contains the covector Wk also. This

completes the proof of (a).

To prove (b), we use the same coframe Wk as above, and obtain

h \  A 1  / 1     h rB 7k    \
Rßaß     —   (<5/3<5M   —  8^8ß ) (oaZA  + OaZAB).

From this and

h h h h
RiAi   — ZA,       RiAB   — ZAB,

it follows that the A-support of R coincides with the plane spanned by the

vectors Z\ and ZAB, and this proves (b).

(c) follows at once from (4.12)3.

To prove (d), we observe that (i) and the first part of (ii) are consequences

of (4.12), (4.13) and Theorem 1.1. It remains to prove that the parallel field
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D(ZAB) of planes is everywhere pseudo-orthogonal to the parallel field D(W)

of 1-coplanes, i.e. to prove that

(5.1) WhZBc = 0   if   r > 1.

For this purpose, let us substitute

PÍj = WkWA - WjWt,        QAi" = WiZA + WBZab

into (2.4)i, namely,

A o a     c
Pa{kQBj\   = CBcPkj.

Then we have

cABC(wkw^ - WM) = (WaWAlk - wlkwt)(wñzaB + wWbc)

= (waz"B)(wtWj - wAwk) - (wiZbcXWkW';

+ (WaZBcKwiw* - wAwck),

i.e.,

(etc + wazBoAc + wAzBc)(wkwC} - W,Wk) - (WaZlcXwtwj - wAw°k).

Comparison of the coefficient of Wk shows that the left side is zero, and so also

is the right side. From this it follows that WaZBC = 0 ii r>l, as was to be

proved. Note that we have also proved that

(5.2) dc + WaZBhAc + WAZ°BC =0   if   r > 1.

5.2. Rank of the Ricci tensor.

Theorem 5.2. For a linear connexion with T=0, VR=W®R and W^O,

the Ricci tensor is of constant rank ^ 2. The Ricci tensor is of rank 0 (i.e., Py, is

everywhere zero) if the parallel fields D(W, WA), D(Za, ZAB) are pseudo-

orthogonal; it is of rank ^1 if the field D(W) of l-copjanes and the parallel field

of planes D(ZA, ZAb) are pseudo-orthogonal, or if thifpàrallel field D(W, WA)

of (r+1)-coplanes and the field D(ZAB) of planes are pseudo-orthogonal.

Proof. We have proved in Theorem 2.1 that the rank of Py,- is constant on

M. Now we deduce from the local decomposition (4.5) of P that

Rji = Pfty," = (WhZAB)WAWB + (WkZ^wIw,

- (wizAB)w,wB - (wiz^WjWi.

It follows from this that the rank of Py¿ is equal to the rank of the (r + 1)

X(r + 1) matrix

IFylF*)
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. WhZhAB Whzl   .

L — WkZab     —WhZaJ

If r=l, then RH is obviously of rank ^2. If r>l, then by (5.1) WhZAB=0.
Therefore, it is seen from (5.3) that in this case also, i?/< is of rank ^2. The

remaining part of this theorem is an immediate consequence of (5.3).

5.3. A theorem on the holonomy group when VW is symmetric. It is

known (Walker [8, §6]) that for a Riemannian connexion with VR=W®R

and W?¿Q, the tensor VW is symmetric. On the other hand Hlavaty [2,

Theorem 3.3] has recently proved that the (local) holonomy group of such a

Riemannian connexion is abelian. We now prove

Theorem 5.3. For a linear connexion with T = 0, VR = W®R, W^O and

VW symmetric, the holonomy group H is abelian iff

(a) dim 7T=1, or

(b) dim H>1, the parallel fields D(W) and D(ZA, ZAB) are pseudo-

orthogonal, and the parallel fields D(W, WA) and D(ZAB) are pseudo-orthogonal.

Proof. If dim H=r = 1, H is of course abelian.

Let us assume then dim H = r> 1. We have from (2.4) that

(5.4) QiBakQcu  = CAbcQaí\

(5.5) (VlmW ,])«c = ido + tic) Pit,

where 2%.A,B, Cgr + 1. Equation (5.4) shows that the condition for H to be

abelian is that CBc = 0 (see corollary to Theorem 2.4). Since VW is symmetric

and the r tensors P%j axe independent, it follows from (5.5) that CBC= — CBC.

Therefore, the condition for H to be abelian is CBc = 0, i.e., by (5.2)

(5.6) WaZUc.~T-wtz'BC = 0, (2 ^ A,B,C^r+ l;r> 1).

We now show that (5.6) is equivalent to

(5.7) WaZB = 0,        WAZbc = 0.

Since ZBC = Z"cB, equation (5.6) implies that

WaZBoAc = WaZcôi.

If in this equation we let 73 be arbitrary but fixed and A = C?¿B, we obtain

WaZaB — 0. Therefore, (5.7)i is true and, on account of this, (5.6) reduces to

(5.7)2. Our theorem now follows from (5.7) and (5.1): WkZ\c — 0 which holds

for r>l.
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6. Decompositions of the tensor VW

In Theorem 4.5 we proved that for each point u of M at which W(u) j*0,

there exists a coordinate neighborhood U3u on which VIF can be decomposed

into

V,Wt = NiWk if r > 1,

or

V,Wk = AW* + NiWk if r = 1,

where r is the dimension of the holonomy group, and N¡, Ñi( = Nt2), Wk( = Wl)

are covectors on U.

Since both the recurrence covector W and its covariant derivative VW

are globally defined on M and therefore on M\M<¡, we naturally want to know

whether there exist global covectors N, Ñ, W on M\Mo so that the above

decomposition of VW holds globally on M\Mo. The main purpose of this

section is to study this problem.

6.1. The case dim H>1.

Theorem 6.1. Let M be a connected n-dimensional Cx-manifold with a

linear connexion for which T= 0, VP= W®R and W^O, and let M0 be the sub-

set {u<E. M: W(u) = 0}. If the holonomy group is of dimension r>l, then either

(a) VW = pW®W everywhere on M\M0, or

(b) VW=N®Wand VN=(W-N)®N+V®Weverywhere on M\M0,

where the covectors N and V are uniquely determined and N is nowhere dependent

on W. It follows that in case (b), the covectors W and N span a parallel field

D(W, N) of 2-coplanes on M\M0.

Proof. Let r> 1. We have proved in Theorem 4.5 that

(6.1) VtWk = NiWk       locally in M\M0.

Since the tensor V[iWk] on M is either everywhere zero or nowhere zero in M

(cf. Theorem 3.1) and by (6.1), VliWk]=NnWk], we may conclude that the

local covector N¡ in M\Mo is either everywhere dependent on W¡ or nowhere

dependent on Wi.

In the first case we have V{Wk = pWiWk, and (a) is proved.

Consider further the second case where Ni is nowhere dependent on W¡.

The covector N¡ is uniquely determined by (6.1). For, if N* is another co-

vector such that ViWk = N*Wk, then from Nl*Wk = ViWk = NtWk, we obtain

(N? — Ni) Wk = 0. Since W is nowhere zero in M\Mo, this is equivalent to

Nf = JVj. In other words, we have a unique covector N on M\M0 such that

VW= N® W everywhere in M\M0.

Substituting VlWk = NlWk in Vm(VliWki) = WmVvWk] (cf. Theorem 3.1),

we obtain
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WmN{lWk] = Vm(NltWk]) = (VmNu)Wkl + NuVmWk]

= (VJVr,)W*] + NuNmWk].

Therefore,

[VmiVt, - (Wm - Nm)Nu]Wk] = 0.

Hence

VmN, = (Wm- Nm)N, + VmWh

where Vm is some covector on U. It follows from this (by the argument used

above on Nt) that there exists on M\Ma a unique covector V such that

VN = (W - N) ® N + V ® W.

Combining this equation with VW=N® W and the fact that N is nowhere

dependent on W, we see (cf. Theorem 1.1) that the covectors W, N span a

parallel field of 2-coplanes on M\MÜ. This completes the proof of the theorem.

6.2. The case dim H= 1. In this case, the tensors R and VW can be locally

decomposed in M\Mo as

Rknh = iWkWj - WjWk)(WiZk + WiZk),

VxWk = NtWk + ÑiWk.

Furthermore, the field D(W, W) of 2-coplanes on M\M0 is the restriction to

M\M0 of the ¿-support of R. We now prove

Theorem 6.2. If dim H—l, the local covectors N¡, Ñ¡in M\Mo which appear

in (6.2) have the following properties:

(a) Ñ i is everywhere lying in the k-support of R.

(b) Ni is either everywhere or nowhere lying in the k-support of R.

(c) If Nt is nowhere lying in the k-support of R, then D(N, W, W) is a

parallel field of 3-coplanes on M\M0.

Proof. Substituting (6.2) in (3.2), namely, cyc^mVuIT^]) =0, we have

eye Wm(NltWk] + ÑuWk]) = 0,        i.e.     cyc(ITmiV„^j) = 0.

From this, since W¡ and W¡ are everywhere independent, it follows that

(6.3) Ñi = pWi + ßWi,

which proves (a).

On account of (6.3), we have

VltWk] = NuWk] + NltWk) = NuWk] - PWuWk] = (Nu - PWu)Wk],

i.e.

(6.4) VltWk] = N{lWkh    where    Ñ,= N,- pWt.
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Combining this with (3.1), namely,

(6.5) Vm(VltWk]) = WnVuWkh

we see that NnWk] is everywhere zero or nowhere zero; in other words, either

Ni is everywhere dependent on Wt and Wt or nowhere dependent on Wi and

Wi. This proves (b).

Consider further the case where N[iWk\ is nowhere zero. Substituting

(6.4) in (6.5), we get

WmÑltWk] = Vm(NltWk]) = (VmNlt)Wkl + Nn(NmWk] + ÑmWk]),

i.e.

[Vjtu - (Wm - Nm)Nu]Wk] + ÑjTuWi] = 0.

Applying Cartan's lemma to this equation, we see that VmÑi is of the form

VjV*, = (Wm - Nm)Ñt + AmW¡ + ÄmWi.

If we substitute Ni = Ni—pWi in this, and take into account that VmW¡

= ^^,+^1^, (cf. (4.14)), the result is of the form

(6.6) VmNi = BmNt + CmWi + CmWt.

On account of this and Theorem 1.1, (c) will be completely proved if we

let U, U* be coordinate neighborhoods in M\^lfo on which (6.2) and ViWk

= N¡*Wk + Ñ*WÍ respectively hold and are able to show that at every point of

Ur\U*, the covectors W, W*, N* and the covectors W, W, N span the same

coplane. We already know that W* is linearly dependent on Wk and Wk

(Theorem 4.4). In addition,

NiWk + Ñ*W*k = V{Wk = NiWk + NiWk

hold on Uf~\U*. Contracting this by a vector Xk such that WkXk=l and

WtXk = 0, we see that N¡* is linearly dependent on Afj and Ñi, and conse-

quently, by (a), on N¡, W¡ and W¡. This completes the proof of the theorem.

The following theorem gives a partial answer to the question whether

there exist global covectors N, Ñ, W on M\j¥"0 such that equation (6.2) holds

globally on M\Ma.

Theorem 6.3. Let dim H=l, and let Mw be the subset

{u E M: [(VW^W^u) = 0}

of M\Mo. Then
(a) On Moo, there exists a unique covector N

such that

VW = N ®W.

(b) On (M\Mo)\Moo, there exist
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(i) a covector N which is an extension of the covector N on Moo defined in (a),

and

(ii) a tensor E of type (0, 2) and rank 1

such that VW = N ®W+ E.

(c) // Eik are the components of E in any local coordinate system in

(M\Mo)\Moo, then at every point of (M\M0)\Moo,

(i) both the k-support and the l-support of E lie in the k-support ( = D(W, W))

of the curvature tensor R, and

(ii) the k-support of E nowhere contains the recurrence covector W.

Proof. It follows from (6.2) that on a suitable coordinate neighborhood U

of each point in M\M0,

(ViW[k)Wn = ÑiWlkWJh

Since W[kWj) has no zero in U, the tensor (VtWik)W3-] and the covector Ñi

have common zeros in U. But (ViW[k)Wi\ is a tensor on M\M0. Therefore, if

Moo is defined as in the theorem, we have V¡Wk = NiWk locally in Moo. Conse-

quently (by an argument used in §6.1), there exists on M0o a unique covector

TV such that VW= N® W. This proves (a).

Let us now consider the situation on the submanifold (M\Mo)\M0o on

which ViWk can be locally expressed as

(6.2) VtWk = NtWk + Ñ¡Wk,

where Ñt has no zero. We recall that the vector Wk was first introduced in

the second local decomposition (§4.3) of the curvature tensor R in M\M0.

Let U be a coordinate neighborhood in (M\M0)\Moo on which 7? can be de-

composed as

Rkiih = (WkW,- - WiWk)(WiZk + We*),

where Wk is everywhere independent of Wk. By Theorem 4.4, the most general

covector W* which can appear in the second decomposition of R is of the form

Wk = 4>Wk + 4>Wk,   where   i^O.

If at a point «G(M\Mo)\Moo, ViWk can be expressed also as

(6. 2*) V,Wk = N*Wk + Ñ*wt

then

NiWk + ÑtWk = NiWk + Ñ*iW*k

= NtWk + Ñ*(iWk + <pWk)

= (N*t + <pN])Wk + 0*Wk.
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From this it follows that

(6.7) ÍÑ*=Ñlt       4>*0,

N* + <t>Ñ* = Ni.

Therefore, the most general N* at u satisfying (6.2*) is

(6.8) N* = iVi - WftÑv

Equations (6.7) and (6.8) show that on (M\Mo)\Moo, Ñ¡ has a fixed direc-

tion and N* depends on a single parameter varying from -co to + <».

Consider now the bundle BN of all covectors N¡ at all points of

(M\Mo)\Moo- It follows from the above observations that the fiber Fu over

any point uÇH(M\Mo)\Moo is isomorphic with the real line. Therefore, by a

theorem of Steenrod's on existence of cross sections on fiber bundles, C" cross

sections of BN exist. Any such cross section is a vector N* on (M\M0)\M oo

having the property that in a suitable coordinate neighborhood U of each

point of (M\Mo)\Moo,

ViWk = NÎWk + ÑiWk,   i.e.    ViWk - N*Wk = ÑiWk.

Since the left side of the last equation is the restriction to U of a tensor on

(M\Mo)\Moo so is also the right side Ñ¡Wk. In other words, there exists on

(M\Mo)\-Moo a tensor E of type (0, 2) and rank 1 such that (E\ U)ik = ÑtWk.

We have thus shown that

VW = N ® W on Moo,
(6-9)

VW = N* ® W + E    on (M\M0)\Moo.

Let us now define the values of N*, E and Ñ on the boundary of Moo by

continuity. Then it is easily seen from (6.9) that

E = 0 (i.e. iV = 0)    and    N* = N on the boundary of M00.

This completes the proof of (b).

Finally, (c) follows from the very definition of E and from (6.7).

6.3. The special case where dim H=l and the Ricci tensor is not sym-

metric. For this case, we have a better result than Theorem 6.3.

Consider first the general case where dim H}zl. We have given the curva-

ture tensor three different decompositions:

P*y¿   = WkSji   — WjSki ,
A ' h

Rkji    —   PkjQAi   ,

Rkii   = (WkWA - WsWÍ)(WíZa + WBZAB), (2 = A, B = r + 1).

Of these, the first is global (on M\M0) while the other two are local (i.e.

they hold on a suitable coordinate neighborhood U of each point in M\Mo).

By (4.6), the global tensor 5«* can be expressed on U as
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SJ{k = WAQAih + W,-Qk<,

from which we have

(6.10) S,kh = WAQAh"   + W/QÍ

On the other hand, it follows from the equation

-Rm = Rkjh» = WtSjH* - WjS^

that if the Ricci tensor is not symmetric, the global covector S}-kh is every-

where (in M\Mo) independent of Wj. Consequently the r scalars QAhk on U

which appear in (6.10) have no common zero. Hence, by (4.12) and (6.10),

we may replace one of the r covectors Wf on U, say W), by the restriction of

Sjhk to U. Let us assume that this has been done. Then we have

W) = WAQAhh + WjQk\    i.e.    QAhh = 8A,    Qk" = 0.

Hence

Lemma 6.1. If the Ricci tensor is not symmetric, we may take as W] the

restriction of Sjhh to U so that in the decomposition

Rta" = (WkWA - WjWtKWiZÀ + WBZab), (2úA,B^r+l),

the covector W\, like Wk, is globally defined on M\M0, and WhZA + WÏZAB = ôA.

Applying this lemma to the case where dim H= 1 and using some of the

results in Theorems 5.1 and 6.2, we have

Theorem 6.4. Let a linear connexion on M be such that T=0, VR= W®R

and WyéO, and let Mo= {w£M: W(u) =0}. If the holonomy group is of dimen-

sion 1 and the Ricci tensor is not symmetric, then the curvature tensor R and the

tensor VW can be globally decomposed on M\M0 as

Rkiih - (WkWj - WjWk)(WiZh + WiZk)    with    WhZh + WhZk = 1,

VW = N®W + Ñ®W,

where all the covectors and vectors are globally defined on M\M0 such that

(a) D(Ñ, W, W)=D(W, W) is a parallel field of 2-coplanes on M\M0,

(b) D(N, W, W) is either identical with D(W, W) or is a parallel field of

3-coplanes on M\M0,

(c) D(Z, Z) is a parallel field of 1-planes or a parallel field of 2-planes on

M\Mo.
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